
 
30-4-2020 
Dear Tony and IGEM team, 
Please accept my third response to the enquirey. This is addressing the fire response section. 
I would like to thank you. Meeting Tony and has reassured me that you care about people and 
will consider everyone’s concerns.  
In remote TAMBO valley people over 60 did not get electricity until they were in their teens. Many 
have never used computers and not put pen to paper since they left primary school. They are 
unlikely to put in a submission so we will probably never know what happened up there. 

Fire response.  

In this letter I outline some of my concerns about the fire response in areas that I know and love. 
The allegations are serious and I don’t make them lightly.  
Supplying evidence is impossible. Public access is not allowed to the fire scene so who can say what 
was bushfire, back burning or burning out? 
Whilst I have many concerns I am sure that many of the fire fighters are doing their best and they 
are working under extremely uncomfortable, difficult and often dangerous conditions. 
 
In our Gippsland fires, I know that many huge back burns have got out of control and added 
significant areas to the bushfire. These areas may not have burnt. Most will never be documented 
and the public will never know what really happened. 
 

Aircraft.  

Were they available for early response to the lightening strikes that were the beginning of East 
Gippsland fires? 
The accepted intelligence was that they were seconded to the NSW fires and were not available or 
not able to be brought back because of some sort of lease. 
 
Early response is the most effective. Having the aircraft unable to be retrieved quickly for new fire is 
a major strategic error.  
 

Now Nowa response 

The lightening strike north of Nowa Nowa at first posed some threat to the town. 
It was claimed by senior DELWP staff that the Radar Hill fuel reduction burn saved Nowa Nowa. It 
was wind change saved the town and drove the fire away toward Bruthen. As far as I can tell the 
area between the Radar Hill and the bushfire was burnt out by DELWP later after the main fire front 
had gone the other way. 
Public access is not allowed to who can say what was bushfire, back burning or burning out? 
Local bulldozer driver after the first few days the fire told me they were letting the fire run, lighting 
up in normally wet gullies, bulldozing sensitive areas and dangerous windrows of dozed timber were 
piled.  
He claims they could have put it out at this early stage. 



I think that response teams see getting the bush burnt (and in their eyes fuel reduced) is OK but they 
try to protect man made assets. They dont see the value of saving ecosystems. This attitude is 
something that could be investigated. 
The fire came back close Nowa Nowa weeks later. Many residents including my family ,that had 
stayed first time were so horrified by the extreme fire behaviour they opted to leave early second 
time. My view that encouraging people to leave the fire early saved lives. 
 

Pearl Point 

 
DELWP lit a burn from Pearl Point just west of Bemm River. This was when there was NO fire south 
of the highway, except in the Mallacoota area. Possibly intended to protect Bemm river it burnt 
through beautiful dock inlet and then over the next few weeks burnt west towards Cape Conron. 
DELWP map of fire situation 7/1/2020 shows where this fire was lit at Pearl Piont and spread North 
and East. After this map,it spread easterly wind slowly drove it toward Cape Conron. 
Without intervention from fire may never have spread south of the highway 

Cape Conron Response 

At the Marlo community update meeting on JAN 19th 2020 

-FFM said they were going to burn out the forest up to the cape Conron Cabbage Tree road. They 
showed it on a map.  
This was said to be to keep Marlo Residents safe later in the summer! 
-at that meeting a community member questions the safety of introducing more fire in to the 
environment  

• they answer that they want to burn out the bush up to the road so that they can fight the 
fire in cleared country. 

• They also talk about another fire that was lit possibly by the CFA which burnt out of control 
up the Yerung Gorge. 

• They also said they would light up the Yerung walking track. This is one example of how 
things played out after that Marlo meeting A member of my family was at West Cape cape 
Conron fishing on Thursday January 30th.That afternoon 4 plumes of smoke rise from fires 
were lit around the Cape Conron Yerung walking track, an iconic walk with fern vine and 
damp coastal and estuarine vegetation. This was DELWP lighting up a back burn. The 
weather was hot. 

The temperature in nearby Orbost was 31.2 C at 3pm that day. The following day it was 41.3 C with a 
SSE wind at 6km/hour. The humidity was very low at 19%. (From the BOM) 
Ultimately these introduced fires added substantially to the area burned and resulted in Cape 
Conran Cabins, parks residence and offices and glam camping tent structures and their facilities 
being burnt. 
The result was all from introduced fire. 
The wild bushfire management around Cape Conron should be questioned. They just kept lighting up 
even though all these introduced fires were burning out of control. The same strategic mistake was 
made repeatedly. 



Fire did not start naturally south of the highway between Orbost and Mallacoota, except for a very 
Small area at Gravel road just west of Cabbage Tree town where it crossed the highway. They said at 
the meeting that bit had been successfully blacked out. 
Without intervention from fire may never have spread south of the highway! 
 

• A Cape Conran  delwp planned burn (that also escaped) last year ie only six  months ago and 
3 years of being ringed by burns were in effective in stopping Conran cabins from being 
incinerated late January by Delwp's backburn 'bushfire'  

At that Marlo meeting an older, experienced fire fighter and fire spread mapping 
expert says that the expert research about the Long Footed potoroo is wrong and they don’t need 
40 years of fire free forest, they only need 2 years so it is OK to ignore research. He maintained that 
the whole forest should be burnt every year or two! He also wants 100 meter wide fire breaks. He 
was advocating that it should be logged by Vic Forests. Three months later that is what is happening  
 
My point here is that when you get people like that in senior positions that want everything burnt 
and are prepared to ignore research, the cascade of questionable practice is very destructive.  
I believe he is (understandably) traumatised by fire and possibly is not in a position to make logical 
decisions about fire response or preparation. 

Reedy Flat example 

locals at Reedy flat said with the little bit of rain,the fire on mount Wong side was nearly out when it 
went in to the cleared land.(Latitude 37.3910 longitude 147.9204) The local volunteers were told to 
stop work and save their energy on bulldozing those containment lines along the paddock 
boundaries, because DELWP were going to light up a back burn in the bush outside those 
containment lines!! They did light up and that fire roared up through all the regenerating logging 
Coups, around the top of the Watts creek road, up Mount Tom and up to Bentley’s Plain. It’s was 
damp at Nunniong plains so it did not burn as hot up there. 
 
The fire came back to Reedy Flat weeks later and burnt through the same bush that fire had gone 
through in previous weeks when the fire went through.  
Locals had never seen that before. This time it did burn more in the cleared country taking houses 
sheds and fences. 
 

sarsfield example. 

Sarsfield fire ignited just east of Bullumwaal sometime around 3pm on 29.12.2019. 
The Odd thing was that it was well west of main Bruthen fire on day of northerlies. 
I believe this was a misguided burning out operation, possible trying to burn out to the North of 
Bairnsdale to prevent fire threatening the town later. 
This fire devastated Clifton Creek and Sarsfield.  
This shows the smoke drift and the Bullumwaal fire on the left. 
 

 

 



Brookville example 

Locals fire fighters were disgusted when they were told to light a back burn at Brookville in the 
afternoon just before knock off time. (They had asked for permission to light it early in the day). It 
burnt all way to near Bruthen in 2.5 hours! 
 
 
In this letter I contend that: 
-Burning out introduced more fire and significant area to the overall fire imprint 
-backburning was still done repeatedly despite the fact that they were burning out of control and 
adding significant area to the fire. 

are covering up the fact that many of their burns were out of control and not accepting 
responsibility to avoid being scrutinised. They even attempted fuel reduction burns during the 
bushfire. 

avoid being scrutinised by the fact that it is not safe or for the public so they cannot enter the 
fire zone to see what is happening. Many fires are remote so avoiding scrutiny is easy.  

let fires run and deliberately burnt out unburnt patches of remaining refugia. 
are prepared to ignore research and this goes unchecked during fire emergencies. 

-Fire burnt straight through recent burns and even reburnt some parts weeks later. 
_Fire is known as red gold in rural towns as it provides employment and overtime for connected 
workers. This leads to lack of incentive for early action to quash the fire, 
and acceptance of questionable practice at the fire front. 
-Many are seriously traumatised by fire. I believe that many young people that work on the fire front 
get to perceive the forest as dangerous want to see it all burnt!  
They do not understand my view that preserving the forest is integral to life on earth as we know it. 
 
I have no way to prove many of these allegations but if other people responding have similar 
concerns I hope that in some way some change may come from it.  
It may be helpful to talk to the ground crews. (individually) and local landowners where it adjoined 
their land. 
The minimal loss of life can be attributed to early alerting of residents encouraging them to leave 
early. I believe that this worked fairly well. 
Lives were not saved by fuel reduction burns.  
 
In communities like Buchan, Sarsfield and Lakes Entrance, there is strong community support for 
more controlled burns after the summer fires, but experts say there is no simple solution to a 
problem which is being exacerbated by climate change. 
 
Politicians use it irresponsibly to get the rural vote! 
This car is sticker widely distributed by Melinda Bath. Fuel reduction has become a political and fear 
driven. 
 
 
 
It’s so important to update fire policy with peer reviewed science as it becomes available. There 
needs to be a lot more independent research. 
Is there record keeping of all fire response decisions and actions and the results of their actions and 
other fire relevant circumstances throughout the fire? 
This could help with research and root cause analysis leading to improvement in fire response. 
Evidence based approach must become normal. 
 



In relation to planning and response mechanisms to protect biodiversity threatened by bushfire, i 
believe DELWP need a lot more biodiversity staff. They need to have mapping staff looking at areas 
of importance ensuring that back burns are not lit in sensitive areas and machinery kept out as much 
as possible. I believe in primacy of life but let’s not forget that we rely on forests for our ongoing 
survival. 
I have first had experience of the existing biodiversity staff being under intense pressure to facilitate 
fuel reduction even in areas such as the rainforest next to my home. They cite no time to update the 
Victorian database atlas. They do not answer correspondence in a timely way. They are seconded to 
fight fires as though their biodiversity role is suddenly unimportant. I also think that biodiversity staff 
not beholden to DELWP at least, so completely independent need a role in decision making. 
 
My concern for many years has been that wildfire will cause significant disruption and damage, the 
world over on a broad, massive landscape scale.  
Right now Russia cannot contain Wildfires which have spread through fields and forests in Siberia 
during a heatwave that has hit the entire region. Indonesia,California,Brazil are among many 
countries facing an enormous wildfire problem. 
How can Australians disapprove of the Amazon being burnt when we are doing that exact thing 
ourselves?  
Every country needs to work on not letting that happen and Australia needs to lead the way. 
Yours sincerely  

 

Sent from my iPad 
 




